Sketchmob

summer school
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Everyday to fantasy perspectives
Royal Festival Hall
Tuesday • 15 May 6.30 - 8.45 pm

Perspective is the crown jewel of drawing. The first class will be located in the
Royal Festival Hall and we will work through simple, effective perspective exercises
developed for both beginners and experienced sketchers.
» You will learn how to build a perspective drawing, viewfinding, “thumbnail”
composition, simple use of tone.
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How do I put colour in my drawings?
National Portrait Gallery
Thursday • 24 May 6.30 - 8.45 pm

The National Portrait Gallery is a home not only of superior painting, drawing and
photography; it is a cultural hub where surprising mixes of people and things happen.
» You wIll learn to use transparency and colour layering, colour pencil technique,
portrait / head drawing.
In association with
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Townscape Drawing
Covent Garden
Thursday • 31 May 6.30 - 8.45 pm

Individual exercises will help you draw views and individual details in one of
London's historic locations.
» You will learn to apply principles from our first class to define scale and
proportion, composing to create visual interest, making quick thumbnails to
establish vanishing points and slow, methodical view-building
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What's the difference between a giraffe and a lion?
The London Zoo
Sunday • June 10th 11am - 3.00pm

Drawing animals is a powerful reminder of how naive our human-centric view of
the world is.
» You will learn a set of observational skills to draw proportion, to put character,
texture and volume into your studies through gestural drawing.
How much does it cost and how do I sign up?
Course cost is £50.00 per person; this does not include admission to the zoo (size of
group guarantees reduced costs). Email us at info@sketchmob.co.uk we will send you
enrolment details.
Your tutor Trevor Flynn is Director of Drawing At Work www.drawingatwork.co.uk and
founder of Sketchmob UK www.sketchmob.co.uk

